What are you doing today?
Relaxation and Leisure Verbs:
Relax
Talk on the
phone
Write
Walk the dog

Spend time with / Hang out with
Buy…
Skate
Swim

Drive
Dance
Surf
Watch TV / a movie

Ski
Paint
Ride a bike
Garden

Activity 1: Fill in the blank with the correct form of the verb.
Example: I feel like (ride) ____riding____ my bike this afternoon.
1. Malakai feels like (paint)________painting______this weekend.
2. The bus driver needs to (drive)_____drive______ them to school every day because it
is too far to walk.
3. Usually, she skates every day, but today, Queenie wants to (ride)_____ride_____ her
bike.
4. Thanh and his daughter want to (garden)_____garden____, but first, they have to
(buy)____buy_____ some dirt
5. It is so hot today! We feel like (swim)____swimming____ to cool down.
6. My sister and I feel like (dance)________dancing________ but we don’t have any
music!
7. Usually, my mother walks the dog, but today, I have to (walk)_____walk_____ the dog
because she is sick.
8. I need to (talk) ________talk_______ on the phone with my grandmother today. It is her
birthday!
Activity 2: There are 5 mistakes in this paragraph. Each mistake is in bold. Read the
paragraph and fix each mistake!
feel like relaxing
Today I feel tired! I feel like relax all day, but I have to go to work. After work, I am spending
time with my brother. He feels like gardening, but I want to watch a movie. When my brother
goes home, I need to buy buying some bread for my dinner. After, I have having to cook
dinner. While I am cooking, I want wanting to dance to my favorite song. After I eat my dinner,
I feel like to watching TV. Then I need to wash the dishes and go to bed.

Activity 3: Make a list of 5 things you want to or feel like doing tomorrow, and a list of 5 things
you need or have to do tomorrow.
I want to… / I feel like…
1. __I want to paint in the evening_____________________________________________
2. __I feel like relaxing in the morning while I am drinking my coffee___________________
3. __I want to hang out with my friends and dance________________________________
4. __I want to ride my bike before the sun sets___________________________________
5. __I feel like watching TV before I go to bed____________________________________

I need to… / I have to…
1. ____I need to drive to work_______________________________________________
2. ____I have to go to my doctor’s appointment___________________________________
3. ____I need to wash the dishes after I cook (I want to cook something really delicious)__
4. ____I have to wake up early _____________________________________________
5. ____I need to clean the bathroom___________________________________________

